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Abstract
Let G be a plane bipartite graph which admits a perfect matching and with distinguished faces
called holes. Let MG denote the perfect matchings graph: its vertices are the perfect matchings
of G, two of them being joined by an edge, if and only if they di)er only on an alternating
cycle bounding a face which is not a hole. We solve the following problem: Find a criterion
for two perfect matchings of G to belong to the same connected component of MG, and in
particular determine in which case MG is connected. The motivation of this work is a result on
tilings of Saldanha et al. (Comput. Geom. 14 (1995) 207).
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
Let G be a plane bipartite graph with distinguished faces which are called holes. We
suppose that G admits a perfect matching and we convert the set of perfect matchings
of G into a graph MG, by joining two perfect matchings by an edge, if and only if
they di)er only on an alternating cycle which bound a face of G which is not a hole.
In other words, these two perfect matchings di)er by a $ip around a face of G which
is not a hole. In this paper, we give a necessary and su5cient condition to decide if
two perfect matchings of G are in the same connected component of MG, and also a
criterion to decide if this graph is connected.
The essential used tools are the decomposition of G into elementary components
(classical fact, see for example, [1]), and a characterization of the edges which do not
lie in any perfect matching of G. This characterization, obtained by special edge-cuts
in G, seems to be new (Lemma 4 in Section 1).
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The given solution of the considered problem shows that what happens depends
on the holes but not on all of them. The reason being that some holes may be not
“true” ones concerning the question we study. But besides that, the solution also de-
pends on some sets of faces, called here intersticial components, which depend on the
decomposition of the graph and which behave like holes (Section 2).
The case of elementary bipartite graphs, that is graphs for which each edge belongs
to at least one perfect matching, is remarkable. We obtain, as a particular result, a
characterization of these graphs by a property of faces relative to their perfect matchings
(Lemma 7 in Section 2). This characterization is independently given in [3].
The problem considered in this paper is in fact a generalization of a problem solved
in the case of domino tilings by Saldanha et al. [2]. Let F be a Bnite connected
juxtaposition of unit squares in the plane. Tilings of F by dominoes (2× 1 or 1× 2
rectangles) are considered. A Cip being a rotation of 90◦ of two dominoes forming a
square, the following questions are considered:
• Are any two tilings joined by a sequence of Cips?
• If not, what is a necessary and su5cient condition for that?
For simply connected Bgures, i.e. Bgures without holes, the answer is well known:
any two tilings are joined by a sequence of Cips. For other Bgures, the answer is
more complicated and depends on an invariant associated to each hole (main result in
[2]). In fact, the case of domino tilable Bgures is rather simple to express because of a
remarkable property of these Bgures which links the holes to the intersticial components
of the dual (bipartite) graph. It is the property of coherence that we introduce and study
here. This property allows a complete generalization of the main result of Saldanha
et al. (Section 3).
Our general problem is, therefore, completely solved on the theoretical point of
view. But we are also interested in the algorithmic aspect. The problem is related to
the complexity of the problem of Bnding a perfect matching in a bipartite plane graph:
is there a linear algorithm? The general algorithms give a complexity O(n1:5), where
n is the number of vertices of the graph, complexity which was recently a little bit
improved. Instead of answering this question, we prove that it is possible to determine
with a linear complexity the decomposition in elementary components, as soon as a
perfect matching is given (Section 1). From this decomposition then we can simply
get the answer to the above considered questions.
1. Structure of bipartite 1-factorizable graphs
We call (1-) factorizable a graph which admits a perfect matching. In this section, we
recall the deBnitions and properties of 1-factorizable bipartite graphs and especially their
canonical decomposition in elementary components. We also give a characterization of
the edges not belonging to a perfect matching, property which will be technically very
useful later. The case of plane graphs is particularly studied since it is the case of our
general considered problem.
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Lemma 1 (Hetyei, 1960). Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition (W;B). The
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) |W |= |B| and for every proper subset S of W , |N (S)|¿|S| (N (S) being the
neighbor set of S).
(ii) G is connected and every edge of G lies in some perfect matching.
(iii) For every x∈W and y∈B, G − x − y has a perfect matching.
These conditions deBne the elementary bipartite graphs. An edge which lies in some
perfect matching is called allowed.
Corollary 1. A bipartite graph G is elementary if and only if there does not exist
S ⊆X such that S = ∅, S =X and |N (S)|= |S|.
Remark. A bipartite elementary graph is 2-connected or is a simple edge with its two
endvertices. In fact, a cut-vertex cannot exist because one of its incident edges would
not be allowed.
Let G be a factorizable bipartite graph, A the set of allowed edges of G, H the
subgraph of G induced by A. The connected components of H are elementary bipartite
graphs called the elementary components of G, which together form the elementary
decomposition of G.
Lemma 2. Each elementary component of G is an induced subgraph of G. The ele-
mentary decomposition of G is the only decomposition of G in induced elementary
subgraphs, such that each perfect matching of G splits into perfect matchings of these
subgraphs.
Proof. Let C be an elementary component of G, that is a connected component of H ,
and e= xy any edge of G such that x; y∈C. According to condition (iii) of Lemma 1,
there exists a perfect matching, say M , of C − x − y, and thus M + e is a perfect
matching of C. Together with any perfect matchings of other connected elementary
components of G, M + e forms a perfect matching of G which contains edge e. So, e
belongs to C and C is indeed an induced subgraph of G. The other assertions are not
di5cult to check.
Let us now consider what we call the elementary components digraph of G: its
vertices are the elementary components of G, two of them, say C1 an C2, being joined
by an directed edge, from C1 to C2, if there exists in G an edge which joins a vertice
x1 ∈W ∩C1 and a vertice x2 ∈B∩C2 (recall that (W;B) is the bipartition of G). The
following result will be useful to describe the structure of the factorizable bipartite
graphs (an equivalent form can be found in [1]).
Lemma 3. The elementary components digraph is acyclic.
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Proof. Suppose there exists a circuit in the elementary components digraph of G. Such
a circuit corresponds in G to a sequence (C1; a1; C2; : : : ; Ck ; ak ; C1) where C1; C2; : : : ; Ck
are some elementary components of G, and, for each i=1; : : : ; k − 1, ai is an ori-
ented edge (xi; yi) with xi ∈Ci ∩W and yi ∈Ci+1 ∩B, and ak is an oriented edge
(xk ; yk) with xk ∈Ck ∩W and yk ∈C1 ∩B. Notice that the (non-oriented) edges of
G, xiyj (i=1; : : : ; k), are not allowed. According to condition (iii) of Lemma 1, there
exists a perfect matching, say Mi, in each Ci − xi − yi (i=2; : : : ; k) and a perfect
matching, say M1, in C1 − x1 − yk . Then M=M1 ∪M2 ∪ · · · ∪Mk ∪{x1y1; : : : ; xkyk}
is a perfect matching of C1 ∪C2 ∪ · · · ∪Ck . Together with any perfect matchings of
other elementary components of G, we get a perfect matching of G which contains the
edges xiyj, a contradiction which completes the proof.
Let again G be a factorizable bipartite graph with bipartition (W;B). Let deBne a
decomposition edge-cut of G as a set of edges of G which joins a vertex of N (S)
and a vertex of W\S, where S is a subset of W such that |N (S)|= |S|. We now give
a new (as known) characterization of allowed edges of G, which is in some sense a
“structural” property of allowed edges and which will be useful later.
Lemma 4. An edge of a factorizable bipartite graph G is allowed if and only if it
does not belong to a decomposition edge-cut of G.
Proof. As a perfect matching clearly cannot contain an edge belonging to a decompo-
sition edge-cut, the necessary condition is immediate. For the su5cient condition, we
use the following auxiliary result in an acyclic graph JG: for every edge Je, there exists
a bipartition ( JX ; JY ) of the vertices of JG such that Je is of the form (Js; Jt) where Js∈ JX
and Jt ∈ JY and there is no edge oriented from JY to JX in JG. In fact, take for JY the set
of all the successors of Jt in JG and for JX the complementary set of vertices. Let now JG
be the elementary component digraph of the given graph G and let e be a not allowed
edge of G. As e is not allowed, and thanks in particular to Lemma 2, e corresponds
to an oriented edge Je of JG in the following way: if e= st in G, Je is in JG of the
form (C; C′) where C and C′ are elementary components of G such that s∈C ∩W
and t ∈C ∩B. Let now ( JX ; JY ) the bipartition associated to Je in JG as deBned above.
Let Y denote the set of vertices of G which are in the elementary components of G
belonging to JY . Put S =W ∩Y . We have: S ⊂W , |N (S)|= |S| because the vertices in
S are necessarily matched with the vertices in N (S) under any perfect matching of G,
and e joins a vertex of B and a vertex of W\S. So S deBnes a decomposition edge-cut
of G and edge e belongs to it.
With this last result we can get in a “structural” way the elementary decomposition
of a factorizable bipartite graph.
Theorem 1. The elementary components of a factorizable bipartite graph G are the
connected components of the graph obtained by removing G the edges of which belong
to a decomposition edge-cut.
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Proof. Apply the deBnition of elementary components and Lemma 4.
Remark. An elementary component can reduce to a simple edge with its endvertices.
In fact, it is the case of an edge which belongs to all perfect matchings of the graph.
1.1. Case of planar graphs
Let G be a plane factorizable bipartite graph with bipartition (W;B). Let M denote
a perfect matching of G. The graph G is supposed to be connected. We denote by G∗M
the digraph obtained in the following way: take the plane dual of G, remove from it
the dual edges of M , orient the remaining edges in such a way that, for each edge,
the vertex of G which is on the left in the plane belongs to B.
Lemma 5. An edge of G is allowed if and only if its dual oriented edge in G∗M does
not belong to a circuit.
Proof. By planar duality, a decomposition edge-cut of G, which is in fact a cocircuit of
G, corresponds in G∗M to a circuit. So, with Lemma 4, we see that a not allowed edge
corresponds to an oriented edge of G∗M belonging to a circuit. Conversely, a circuit C
of G∗M corresponds by duality to a cocircuit of G which is a decomposition edge-cut. In
fact, let S be the set of the vertices of G which are both inside C and in W . Then, we
see that |N (S)|= |S| (consider perfect matching M) and the decomposition edge-cut
deBned by S corresponds by duality to edges of C (See Fig. 1).
Corollary 2. G is elementary if and only if G∗M is acyclic.
This result gives rise to an interesting algorithmic aspect with the following result.
Theorem 2. Given a perfect matching of a plane bipartite graph, it is possible to
determine its elementary components by a linear algorithm.
Proof. Suppose M be a given perfect matching of plane bipartite graph G. We use
the following property in a digraph: an edge belongs to a circuit if an only if its
endvertices are in a same strongly connected component of the graph. Recall that the
strongly connected components of a digraph can be determined in linear time. Apply
this to the digraph G∗M . We get, in linear time, the circuits of G
∗
M and so, by Lemma 5,
the allowed edges of G and consequently the not allowed edges, edges whose deletions
leave the elementary components of G by Theorem 1.
Fig. 2 gives an example of a plane bipartite graph with a given perfect matching
and its deduced elementary components.
We shall see the importance of Theorem 2 when later considering the decomposition
in elementary components of a plane factorizable bipartite graph we can rebuild all
perfect matchings from some given one.
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Fig. 1. A decomposition edge-cut of G and the dual circuit C in G∗M (proof of Lemma 5).
Fig. 2. G, G∗M and elementary components of G.
2. Combinatorics of perfect matchings in plane bipartite graphs
Given a graph G and two perfect matchings M1 and M2 of G, it is easy to see
that M1 and M2 di)er only on a set of disjoint alternating cycles. So, it is possible to
convert, for instance, M1 to M2 by a sequence of exchanges, called Cips, around these
cycles. We study here the same question but for plane bipartite graphs and with the
additional constraint for the Cips that we can consider uniquely cycles that bound a face
of G. We shall even add the constraint that some faces, called holes, are forbidden.
Obviously, in these conditions it is not always possible to convert M1 to M2 by a
sequence of Cips. Our purpose is to give some conditions on M1 and M2 for such
possibility of exchange.
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Fig. 3. The two types of alternating cycles (in bold: perfect matching M).
First, in the following subsection, we give new properties of faces and introduce the
concept of intersticial component which plays an essential role in the solution of our
problem. We give also a lemma (Lemma 6) which is the basic tool in the proof of
the main result of this paper (Theorem 3).
2.1. De7nitions and auxiliary results
Let G be a factorizable plane bipartite graph and M a perfect matching of G.
A cycle 1 C of G is said M -alternating if its edges appear alternately in M and
in E(G)\M (where E(G) is the set of edges of G).
Given a bipartition (W;B) of the plane factorizable bipartite graph G, let us consider
the graph G∗M deBned in Section 1 and the dual edges, in G
∗
M , of an alternating cycle C
of G: it is easy to see that these edges of G∗M are oriented all towards the inside of C
or all towards the outside of C in the plane. So, they are just two types of alternating
cycles in G: source or sink (see Fig. 3).
Given a perfect matching M of G and an M -alternating cycle C, we call $ip around
C the transformation of M into the perfect matching M ′=(M\E(C))∪ (E(C)\M). In
particular, we call $ip around a face a Cip around the boundary cycle of this face
(under the assumption that the boundary of the considered face is indeed a cycle).
Lemma 6 (fundamental). Let G be an elementary plane factorizable graph and M a
perfect matching of G. Let us consider a non-empty set E of faces of G de7ning a
region bounded by disjoint M -alternating cycles of G, which are supposed all of the
same type (source or sink). Let M ′ denote the perfect matching obtained from M by
$ips around all these boundary cycles. Then, there exists a sequence of $ips around
the elements of E transforming M into M ′.
Proof. By induction on E. The case |E|=1 is trivial. Suppose |E|¿1 and consider
the subgraph H of G∗M induced by the elements of E. As G
∗
M is acyclic (by the
1 The vertices of a cycle are always supposed distinct.
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Fig. 4. Example for the proof of Lemma 6.
hypothesis G elementary and Corollary 2), H is also acyclic. We can suppose that
the cycles bounding the considered region are all of type source, so the dual edges,
in G∗M , are all oriented towards the outside of this region. Then, there exists in H a
source vertex and we denote f0 the corresponding face of G. The bounding cycle of
f0 is necessarily M -alternating and obviously of type source. Let M0 be the perfect
matching obtained from M by a Cip around f0, and set E′ =E\{f0}. The set of faces
E′ and the perfect matching M0 meet the hypothesis of the lemma and so we get, by
induction, a sequence of Cips which, together with the initial Cip around f0, gives a
sequence of Cips as claimed (observe that, after this sequence, f0 comes back to its
initial type).
Remark. The region deBned by E is not necessarily connected, as we see in an example
in Fig. 4. This region is indeed not supposed connected in the lemma.
A face of G is called factorizable if there exists a perfect matching M of G such
that its boundary cycle is an M -alternating cycle. The following result, by-product of
our fundamental lemma, is independently given, in a similar form and without proof,
in [3].
Lemma 7. Let G be a connected plane factorizable bipartite graph with more than
one edge. Then G is elementary if and only if each face of G is factorizable.
Proof. By condition (ii) of Lemma 1, we easily get the su5cient condition: in fact,
each edge e of G bounds some face, this face being factorizable and so M -alternating
for some perfect matching M , we have either e∈M or e∈M ′ the perfect matching
obtained from M by a Cip around C. Conversely, suppose that G is elementary and
let M be a perfect matching of G. As G∗M is acyclic (Corollary 2), it admits a sink
vertex; let f be the corresponding face of G. Its boundary is an M -alternating cycle (in
particular, this boundary is a cycle thanks to the assumption that G has more than one
edge, see the remark after Lemma 1). Let E be the set of faces of G, except f. The
application of Lemma 6 to E shows that each face of G, except f, is N -alternating,
and so factorizable, for some intermediate perfect matching N (just as there is a Cip
around this face). So, each face of G is indeed factorizable.
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The following second consequence of Lemma 6 will be useful later because it allows
an direct determination of the factorizable faces, as soon as the decomposition of the
graph into its elementary components is known.
Lemma 8. A face of a plane factorizable bipartite graph is factorizable if and only
if each of its edges is allowed.
Proof. It is obvious that each edge of a factorizable face is allowed (if necessary,
consider a Cip around this face). Conversely, let C be a cycle bounding a face whose
edges are allowed. Cycle C is entirely in an elementary component of the graph, say
H . Applying Lemma 7 to H , we see that the face bounded by C is factorizable in H ,
and so is factorizable in the considered graph too.
Let G∗ denote the plane dual of G. We consider the subgraph L of G∗ induced by
the vertices dual to faces of G which are not factorizable and the edges dual to edges
of G which are not allowed. We call here intersticial component of G the set of faces
of a connected component of L. An intersticial component is said bounded if it does
not contain the unbounded face of G.
Remark. A plane factorizable bipartite graph G is elementary if and only if it has no
intersticial component.
2.2. Main result
We consider now a plane factorizable bipartite graph with distinguished faces called
holes. We deal with the following problem: given two perfect matchings M1 and M2
of G, is it possible to transform M1 into M2 by a sequence of Cips around cycles of
G which are faces of G but are not holes? Let us consider what we call the perfect
matching graph MG: its vertices are the perfect matchings of G, two of them being
joined by an edge if and only if they di)er only on an alternating cycle which bounds
a face of G and which is not a hole. We can reformulate the question: are M1 and M2
in the same connected component of MG? Another question is: in particular, in which
case MG is connected?
Given a plane bipartite graph G and two perfect matchings M1 and M2 of G, a
cycle C of G is called M1M2-alternating if its edges appear alternately in M1 and in
M2. An M1M2-alternating cycle is in particular an Mi-alternating cycle for i=1; 2, and
it is of di)erent type for i=1 and for i=2: for instance, source for i=1 and sink
for i=2.
We say that two perfect matchings M1 and M2 are balanced around a region R of
the plane constituted by one or several faces (possibly holes of G) if among the M1M2-
alternating which contain R in their interior there is the same number of Mi-alternating
cycles of each type, for i=1 or for i=2 (these two cases being equivalent).
We are now able to give the main result. First, recall that a hole of G, as considered
here, is a particular face and so can be factorizable or not.
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Fig. 5. A Cip around a face which is not a hole.
Fig. 6. Two perfect matchings M1 and M2 which are balanced around the region R (it is supposed that there
is no other M1M2-alternating cycle around R in G).
Theorem 3. Two perfect matchings M1 and M2 of G belong to the same connected
component of MG if and only if they are balanced around each factorizable hole and
around each bounded intersticial component of G.
Proof. Let M be a perfect matching of G and M ′ the perfect matching obtained from
M by a Cip around some not hole face f of G. As f is necessarily factorizable, and
by hypothesis not a hole, after this Cip around f any M -alternating cycle C in G either
remains unchanged or becomes an M ′-alternating cycle C′ which is of the same type
as C and which surround exactly the same holes and/or bounded intersticial compo-
nents as C. So, we see that M and M ′ are balanced around each factorizable and each
bounded intersticial component (see Fig. 7). By extension on a sequence of Cips, from
a perfect matching M1 to a perfect matching M2, we get the necessary condition of the
theorem. Conversely, let M1 and M2 be two perfect matchings of G which are balanced
around each factorizable hole and around each bounded intersticial component of G.
Consider the subgraph of G induced by M1M2 (the symmetric di)erence of M1 and
M2): it is composed of elementary M1M2-alternating cycles. Let C1 be one among these
M1M2-alternating cycles which is maximal, i.e. not inside another one. By balanced
hypothesis, it is possible to associate to each hole or intersticial component inside C1
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Fig. 7. Example for necessary condition of Theorem 3.
some M1M2-alternating cycle which is of type opposed to C1’one (source versus sink).
A set of such cycles, together with the cycle C1, deBnes a plane region R (see Fig. 8)
and a subgraph H of G which obviously is plane, bipartite, factorizable and which is
also elementary. In fact, by contradiction, suppose the existence of a decomposition
edge-cut in H . Such an edge-cut does not contain any edge of bounding cycles of R
(these cycles are factorizable), and so would be a decomposition edge-cut of G. But
the existence of such an edge-cut in G would imply the existence of a not factorizable
bounded face, and then the existence of a bounded intersticial component in H which
contradicts the choices of cycles bounding R inside C1. Let E denote the set of faces in
R. This set, with perfect matching M , meets the hypothesis of Lemma 6. Applying this
lemma, we get, by a sequence of Cips around not hole faces, a perfect matching M ′
which coincides with M on the cycles bounding R, chosen in M1 M2. An induction
on |M1 M2| completes the proof.
Corollary 3. The perfect matching graphMG is connected if and only if G has neither
factorizable hole nor bounded intersticial components.
2.3. Coherence property
We say that a plane factorizable bipartite graph G with holes is coherent if each
bounded intersticial component of G contains a hole. If G is coherent, a hole of G is
said to be a true hole if it is not in the unbounded intersticial component of G (if G
has such one). Such a hole is either factorizable or in a bounded intersticial component
of G. So we have the following result:
Theorem 4. If G is coherent, two perfect matchings of G belong to a same connected
component of MG if and only if they are balanced around each true hole of G.
As a by-product, we have the following simple criterion:
Corollary 4. If G is coherent, the perfect matchings graph MG is connected if and
only if G has no true hole.
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Fig. 8. Example for su5cient condition of Theorem 3.
Fig. 9. A factorizable bipartite plane graph with holes and its i)erent elements used in the main result
(Theorem 3).
So, MG can be connected even G has holes, provided that these holes are not true.
Remarks. (1) When we apply Theorem 4, it su5ces to consider only one hole for
each bounded intersticial component.
(2) If the coherence property is satisBed, it is not necessary to know the decompo-
sition of G, i.e. the allowed and not allowed edges, to apply our main result.
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3. Application to tilings
3.1. Tilings of polyominoes
We consider now plane bounded regions of the plane consisting of unit squares.
These regions, called polyominoes, are supposed connected but not necessarily simply
connected, that is they may have what is called holes. We also consider tilings of
polyominoes by dominoes (2× 1 or 1× 2-rectangles). We associate with a polyomino
P, admitting a tiling, a plane factorizable bipartite graph GP in the following way: put
a vertex in each unit square of P and join by an edge two vertices in adjacent squares
of P. Moreover, the faces of GP which are of length ¿4 are deBned as the holes of
GP . Notice that these holes, when they are bounded, correspond to the holes of P. The
following lemma is the key of the application.
Lemma 9. The graph GP is coherent.
Proof. Let P be a tilable polyomino and GP be the associated plane factorizable bi-
partite graph. By contradiction, suppose there exists in GP an intersticial component
without hole. This implies that there exists in GP a decomposition edge-cut with no
edge adjoining a hole. As we saw above, in particular, for the proof of Lemma 5, a
decomposition edge-cut of GP corresponds, by duality, to a circuit in P. Such a circuit
is in this case a simple closed polygon line of P, which delimits a part Q of P. Note
that this bounding line runs alongside squares of Q which are all of the same color,
say for example white. Moreover, Q, which is a subpolyomino of P and which may
have holes, is tilable. Consider now a minimum rectangle K containing Q. Denote a
the edge of Q which is on the upper side of K and last towards the left. Similarly,
denote b the edge of Q on the left side of K and last towards the top (see Fig. 10).
Consider a tiling of Q and the dominoes adjoining the border of Q between a and
b. Following this line, we go from a vertical domino, in a, to a horizontal one, in b.
But, taking into account the condition of white squares on the border of Q, we see
Fig. 10. Example for the proof of Lemma 9.
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that the change, towards the left and towards the bottom, from a vertical domino to
a horizontal one is impossible for two consecutive dominoes. From this fact we can
deduce a contradiction and so complete the proof.
Denote TP the perfect matching graph of GP . As the perfect matchings of G corre-
spond to the tilings of P, we can callTP the tiling graph of P. Its vertices are the tilings
of P, two of them being joined by an edge if and only if the corresponding tilings
of P are exchangeable by a $ip, that is a rotation of 90◦ of two dominoes forming a
square. In fact, thanks to the deBnition of holes of GP , two such tilings correspond to
two perfect matchings of GP which di)er only on an alternating cycle which bounds
a not hole face. Let us call a true hole of P a hole of GP which is true as deBned in
Section 2.2, taking into account that GP is coherent. Theorem 4 directly gives:
Theorem 5. Two tilings of P belong to the same connected component of TP if and
only if they are balanced around each true hole of P.
It is straightforward to interpret the condition that two tilings are balanced around a
hole. Moreover, this property can be expressed by means of $ow across a cut following
the example of the theorem of Saldanha et al. [2]. Recall this result.
Let P be a polyomino which is supposed to be chessboard-like coloured. A cut of P
is a simple oriented polygonal line in P consisting of a sequence of edges of squares
and joining two points in the boundary of P. The $ow of a given tiling of P across a
cut is deBned to be the number of dominoes crossing the cut, where each domino is
counted positively (resp. negatively) if its white square is to the left side (resp. right
side) of the cut.
Theorem 6 (Saldanha et al. [2]). Assume P has genus n (number of holes). Choose
n disjoints cuts in P which jointly do not disconnect P. Two tilings are in the same
connected component of TP if and only if their $ows across each of the n chosen
cuts are equal.
Fig. 11 gives an example.
The idea of cuts and Cows can be extended to the more general framework of plane
factorizable bipartite graphs with holes (see Fig. 12).
In fact, the property “balanced around a region” can naturally and equivalently been
expressed in terms of equality of Cows across cuts as in Saldanha’s theorem.
Lemma 10. Given a cut associated to a hole, two tilings are balanced around this
hole if and only if their $ows across this cut are equal.
With Theorem 5, we then get:
Theorem 7. Choose a cut for each true hole of P. Two tilings of P are in the same
connected component of TP if and only if their $ows across each of the chosen cuts
are equal.
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Fig. 11. Tilings, cuts and Cows in a polyomino.
Fig. 12. Cuts and Cows in a plane factorizable bipartite graph.
So, our result generalizes Saldanha’s main result and in fact is more explicit because
it distinguishes true and not true holes. Moreover, it is interesting to note that our
proof is purely combinatorial. Finally, the conclusion is that coherent plane factorizable
bipartite graphs are a good generalization of polyominoes in relation to their domino
tilings properties.
Fig. 13 gives an example of application on a polyomino. This polyomino has a true
hole (2) and a “false” hole (1).
Remarks. (1) By taking into account all the holes of a polyomino, true or not, as
in Saldanha’s theorem, we do not have to know the decomposition of the polyomino.
This remark extends to the coherent plane factorizable bipartite graphs with holes.
(2) It is possible to forbid Cip of two dominoes in a given square by considering
the point center of this square as a hole. Note that this hole will eventually be not true
and so without e)ect: : : :
(3) Interestingly, every plane factorizable bipartite graph, with holes, breaks up into
coherent components. See, for example, Fig. 14. These components are obtained by
removing the not allowed edges which are in a bounded intersticial component without
hole. And in a component, a face which contained in the initial graph a bounded
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Fig. 13. (a) A tilable polyomino P, (b) its associated factorizable bipartite graph TP and its decomposition,
and (c) decomposition of P into its elementary components.
intersticial component without hole becomes a hole in that component. Naturally, and
besides, the holes of the initial graph appear again in the components.
3.2. Extension to planar quadriculated surfaces
We now consider quadriculated surfaces as deBned in [2]. In the context of our work
we have to consider planar quadriculated surfaces, typically quadriculated cylinders,
with the aim of giving a planar version of Theorem 4.1 of [2]. Contrary to polyomi-
noes, quadriculated surfaces are not coherent in general. There may exist into such
a surface what is called in [2] a ladder (see, for example, Fig. 15). A consequence
of this fact is that a bounded intersticial component in a plane quadriculated surface
may be without holes. More precisely, let Q be a plane quadriculated surface, which is
supposed tilable by dominoes, and let GQ be the plane bipartite factorizable associated
graph (deBned as for polyominoes in Section 3.1). A ladder in Q corresponds in GQ
to an elementary component, and we can see that a without holes bounded intersti-
cial component corresponds to the “zig–zag” between two ladders (see Fig. 16). But
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Fig. 14. The three coherent components of the graph of Fig. 9 (with their respective holes).
Fig. 15. A ladder.
moreover, as inside Q each vertex is of degree four, the only way to tile the neighbor-
hood of a ladder is with a new, concentric, ladder (see Fig. 17). So, a set of concentric
ladders necessarily meets the outer boundary of the surface, or an inner boundary, that
is a hole. This fact makes that, given two tilings T1 and T2 of Q, an M1M2-alternating
cycle which surrounds a without holes bounded intersticial component necessarily sur-
rounds also a hole. Applying Theorem 3, we see that if the tilings T1 and T2 have the
same ladders and if they are balanced around each hole, then they belong to the same
connected component of the tiling graph TQ. Conversely, if two tilings are in the same
connected component of TQ, they clearly must have the same ladders because ladders
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Fig. 16. Bounded intersticial component and ladders.
Fig. 17. Concentric ladders inside a plane quadriculated surface.
are totally immune to Cips (that is the important thing about ladders, well noted in
[2]). So, we get the following planar version of Theorem 4.1 of [2].
Theorem 8. Two tilings of Q belong to the same connected component of TQ if and
only if they are balanced around each hole of Q and they have the same ladders.
Remark. The particular case of polyominoes is simpler thanks to the property of co-
herence. Indeed, this coherence property is essentially the fact that ladders cannot exist
inside a polyomino (Lemma 9 amounts to observing this fact).
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